
INSTALLATION MANUAL

T-Series Power 
System Installation
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Installing Power Strip
STEP ONE

Slide the power strip behind 
existing shelving and lower until 
just above base deck. Ensure the 
top and bottom labels are correct.
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STEP TWO 

For fixtures with peg hole backing, 
use two plastic rivets to secure the 
power strip through holes found in 
each cap.

STEP THREE

For solid panel backing, use the two 
black wood screws provided.
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STEP ONE

Remove the base deck below the 
power strip closest to the power 
source. 
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STEP THREE 

Next, plug the other end of the 
AC cord into the power source. 
The power source may be on 
the outside of the gondola or 
a receptacle underneath the 
gondola. An LED indicator on the 
power adapter should now come 
on.

Connecting Power Adapter

Plug the AC cord into the T-Series 
extension, then plug the T 
connecter into the power adapter.
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3 STEP THREE 

Take the end of the red DC 
extension and plug it into the PIC.

Powering the Power Strips

STEP ONE

To snap the red Power Input 
Connector (PIC) onto the power 
strip, first align the START arrow 
vertically with the power strip (as 
shown) and press the connector 
into the strip track. Ensure that your 
connector is fully inserted and flush 
against power strip — then rotate 
clockwise. When it snaps into place 
leaving the LOCKED arrow aligned 
with the power strip, the connection 
is complete.
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STEP TWO

Place the adapter near the power 
strip under the base deck of the 
gondola. Use magnetic tray to 
attach to underside of base deck 
lid.
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STEP FOUR

Run the T-Series extension under 
the base deck of the gondolas 
toward the next power strip. Plug 
the cord into the input of another 
power adapter. The green LED light 
should come on. Place near the 
power strip under the base deck.
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Repeat steps at each power strip. 
NOTE: ONLY 10 adapters can be 
used in sequence.

Powering the Power Strips (continued)
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Install LED Lighting (Magnetic)

STEP ONE

Ensure the cord is on the same 
side as the power strip. Magnetize 
the LED to the underside of shelf 
and slide the strip toward the  
front edge.
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STEP TWO 

Use the magnetic clips to secure 
the spiral wire. Two clips are 
provided per shelf. These will help 
keep the wire up and away from 
the product.
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Install LED Lighting (Wire)

STEP ONE

Position LED with the cord on same 
side as power strip, place LED on 
top of the shelf with LEDs pointing 
down. Slide the strip toward the 
front edge of the shelf. Snap the 
plastic “U” clips over the LED and 
onto the shelf wire to secure the 
LED. Install one clip per foot of LED.
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STEP TWO 

Use the plastic “S” clips to secure 
the spiral cord. Two clips are 
provided per shelf. The small 
portion of the “S” clip snaps around 
the wire shelf, while the large 
portion is used to retain the spiral 
cord. These will help keep the wire 
up and away from  
the product.

STEP THREE

Align the START arrow with the 
power strip. Gently push the 
connector into the power strip and 
rotate clockwise until it snaps into 
place leaving the LOCKED arrow 
aligned with the power strip.

Once installed, insert the barrel  
plug on the LED cord into the output 
connector.
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Discover what top retailers and brands are using to transform 
the way their customers see, shop and spend in-store. 
Our new catalog features and details the components 
merchandisers are using to achieve: 

•  Increased sales
•  Improved experiences
•  Enhanced perceptions 

With more than 50,000 LED installations across North 
America, Lighting for Impact will help you select the right 
components and design the most effective solutions for your 
business. Simply visit: 

http://bit.ly/LFIcatalog

Download our full catalog!


